Instructions for arriving at the University POD for a COVID swab
Patient approaches the testing site

- **CAR**
  - Enter from the left
  - Is Bay occupied?
    - Yes
      - Wait in the overflow bays and till your bay becomes vacant
    - No
      - Go into the allocated/vacant bay
      - Swabbing takes place in your car
      - Car exits to the right

- **BICYCLE**
  - Enter from the left and park bicycle at the racks
  - Walk around the testing area and enter from the right

- **WALK**
  - Wait in the allocated waiting area until called forward by a nurse
  - Nurse asks patient for name and DOB
  - Nurse goes to POD to check in and get kit
  - Nurse gives kit to patient and explains instructions
  - Patient stands in front of mirror and completes swab process
  - Patient exits to the right

---

Please do not arrive more than 5 minutes before your allotted appointment time.